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#PUSHBACKS #MEDSEA #LIBYA

The civil liberties organisation Statewatch has delivered an open letter with hundreds of signatories to Mr Kitack Lim, Secretary-General of

International Maritime Organization (IMO), calling on him to revoke the Libyan maritime search and rescue (SAR) zone in order to prevent

the so-called Libyan Coast Guard undertaking 'pull-backs' of migrants to Libya. Amongst the five core reasons invoked for doing so are the

fact that the country cannot be considered a safe port in which to disembark people and that the IMO's declaratory procedure, which allows

states to claim a SAR zone unless other state parties object, has been used to undermine fundamental principles such as the right to life and

the duty to assist in rescues at sea, with EU member states relinquishing their duties in pursuit of immigration policy goals. The letter

remains open for signatures (Open letter with signatories, for signature, and press release Statewatch and others 29.06.2020)
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#PUSHBACKS #BALKANSROUTE

Ahead of Germany taking over the Presidency of the Council of the EU from Croatia on July 1st, an alliance of German and international

human rights organisations and activist groups, including the Border Violence Monitoring Network, Pro Asyl, medico international and many

others, challenges the German government's support for Croatia in the face of systematic human rights violations against asylum seekers

being carried out at its borders. The undersigned organisations draw attention to the role of Germany in particular in supporting these

violence and list five keys demands, including for Germany to use its Presidency of the Council to encourage the European Parliament’s

efforts and support an infringement procedure against Croatia in view of the systematic pushbacks. The organisations are also asking for the

disbursement of EU funding for border management and deployment of Frontex missions to be withdrawn from all borders where EU

resources and personnel have been complicit within riots violations against people-on-the-move. In addition, in the current discussion on

the evacuation of hotspots on the Aegean islands, the Western Balkans region should be seen as part of the wider problem of the failed EU-

Turkey deal and the Dublin-III Regulation, and the resettlement of refugees from Bosnia-Herzegovina and Serbia should be considered (Full

statement and press release BVMN and others 30.06.2020)

#PUSHBACKS #AEGEANSEA

#The Greek government plans to install a floating barrier to prevent migrant boats from reaching the island of Lesbos. This plan was drawn

up in January when the Greek defense ministry published a call for tenders for the installation of a "floating protection system." The plastic

barriers, ordered at that time, have now arrived, and are to be deployed in the coming days, with aim is to have them in place by the end of

August (Article InfoMigrants 01.07.2020)

#EUMIGRATIONPOLICY #GERMANPRESIDENCY #EXTERNALBORDERS

Germany is taking over the Presidency of the Council of the EU until end of December. As part of its programme, it will seek to “update

European migration and asylum policy”. It includes introducing mandatory procedures on the EU’s external borders in order to be able to

categorise and assess asylum applications in preliminary proceedings at an early stage and to refuse entry into the EU where it is evident

that no need for protection exists. The German Presidency also intends to support the reform of the Dublin III Regulation to ensure the just

distribution of those seeking protection according to a fair responsibility-sharing regime (Programme of the German Presidency, see section

on Updating European migration and asylum policy page 19-20, and DW Article 30.06.2020)
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